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Abstract
Background: An exciting application of genetic network is to predict phenotypic consequences for environmental
cues or genetic perturbations. However, de novo prediction for quantitative phenotypes based on network
topology is always a challenging task.
Results: Using yeast sporulation as a model system, we have assembled a genetic network from literature and
exploited Boolean network to predict sporulation efficiency change upon deleting individual genes. We observe
that predictions based on the curated network correlate well with the experimentally measured values. In addition,
computational analysis reveals the robustness and hysteresis of the yeast sporulation network and uncovers several
patterns of sporulation efficiency change caused by double gene deletion. These discoveries may guide future
investigation of underlying mechanisms. We have also shown that a hybridized genetic network reconstructed
from both temporal microarray data and literature is able to achieve a satisfactory prediction accuracy of the same
quantitative phenotypes.
Conclusions: This case study illustrates the value of predicting quantitative phenotypes based on genetic network
and provides a generic approach.
Background
Predicting the consequences of environmental cues or
genetic perturbations based on genetic network is
becoming a powerful tool to understand biological phe-
nomena or gene functions from a systems point of view.
Ordinary differentiation equation (ODE) can make
detailed predictions on a network but its application is
limited by the network size because determining the
values of the kinetic parameters for a large number of
ODEs and solving these questions are often nontrivial.
Recently, one exceptional study was conducted on an
archaeon H. salinarum NRC-1 [1]. Subsequent to gen-
ome sequencing, a large number of microarray, proteo-
mic and ChIP-chip assays were carried out to reconstruct
the genetic network. The great amount of data allowed
training of a computational method to predict expression
changes of gene modules upon perturbations. Ideally,
such a comprehensive and systematic approach can be
applied to every organism. However, the tremendous
expense and effort are often inhibitory particularly for
much more complicated organisms such as human.
Alternatively, large-scale networks have been recon-
structed from genomic and proteomic data. Although
relatively noisier than the genetic networks studied by
ODE, which are usually assembled from literature, such
large-scale networks can still generate insightful predic-
tions. For example, Marcotte and colleagues have pre-
dicted the phenotypes of knocking out genes in yeast and
worm using genetic networks reconstructed by integrat-
ing various sources of data [2,3]. However, these net-
works only represent correlation between genes but not
necessarily physical interactions. Predictions are made
based on how tightly the gene of interest is correlated
with genes annotated with desired specific phenotype.
Similar approaches have been applied to predicting gene
functions, particularly those related to diseases and thus
potential drug targets, based on networks directly recon-
structed from genomic and/or proteomic data [4-10].
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issues in predicting phenotypes based on genetic network.
First, can one perform de novo predictions of phenotypes
without relying on existing annotations of genes? If this is
feasible, it will not only help make new discoveries but
also demonstrate the effectiveness of understanding biolo-
gical phenomena at a systems level. Second, can one pre-
dict a phenotype that is quantitatively measured using a
genetic network that consists of physical interactions? A
quantitative phenotype may provide a rigorous assessment
of the prediction accuracy and physical-interaction net-
work often shed light on understanding the molecular
mechanism of phenotype formation. Third, can genomic
analysis capture the most prominent features, which may
form the major regulatory interactions, of such network?
Is this “scaffold” of the network still able to predict the
quantitative phenotypes?
We choose the sporulation process in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae to perform a case study. All sexually reprodu-
cing organisms undergo meiosis in which each diploid
cell generates four haploid gametes. The meiotic process
in budding yeast is coupled with spore morphogenesis in
which spores are formed from the haploid cells. Regula-
tion of yeast sporulation has been studied for years and
numerous important regulators have been identified
[11,12]. Genome-wide expression assays have been per-
formed to determine the transcriptional program [13-15].
In addition, effect of single-gene deletions on sporulation
efficiency has been determined at a genomic scale, which
provided quantitative phenotypic measurements [16].
We first collect experimental evidence from literature
to construct a network that includes both protein-
protein interactions and transcription factor (TF)-gene
regulatory interactions. We then investigate the dynamics
of the network using a Boolean network model. Our
study demonstrates that the yeast sporulation network
has a robust design and, once sporulation starts, the net-
work topology ensures the completion of the process.
We also reconstruct a transcriptional regulatory network
for yeast sporulation from genomic data using a compu-
tational method called UMMI (Ubiquitous Model selec-
tor for Motif Interactions). Comparison between the
curated and the predicted networks shows that the most
important transcriptional edges of the curated network
are correctly identified by UMMI. When the predicted
transcriptional edges are combined with necessary non-
transcriptional edges taken from literature, the hybrid
network shows the same dynamic characteristics and
similar predictive power as the fully curated one.
Results
Construct yeast sporulation network from literature
We first construct a genetic network with 29 nodes for
yeast sporulation from the literature [11,17]. This
curated network includes the known major regulators
for the yeast sporulation such as Ume6, Ime1, Sum1
and Ndt80 (Fig. 1). Completion of the sporulation pro-
cess requires sequential activation of the early meiotic
genes (EMG) and the middle meiotic genes (MMG),
which are represented by two marker nodes in Fig. 1.
We use AND nodes to represent the formation of pro-
tein complexes (see Methods). The cAMP/PKA signal-
ing pathway plays an important role in yeast cells to
prevent sporulation under growth condition [11]. It sup-
presses the activity of several major sporulation activa-
tors such as Rim15 and Msn2. Therefore, we introduce
a single suppressor node to represent this pathway.
The upper half of Fig. 1 shows that many protein-pro-
tein interactions are involved in regulating a master
meiotic regulator - Ime1. After Ime1 is activated, it
turns on the downstream sporulation activators such as
Ime2 and Ndt80 to transcribe EMG and MMG (the
lower half of Fig. 1). After both EMG and MMG are
transcribed, the yeast cell is committed to complete the
sporulation process [15].
Predict the yeast sporulation efficiency
A genome-wide study was performed previously to
quantitatively determine the effect of deleting a single
gene on the efficiency of yeast sporulation [16]. A Pre-
spo/Spore ratio, measured by microarray, represents the
percentage of a single deletion strain that can complete
sporulation. If the ratio is larger than one, the deleted
gene is considered as sporulation deficient; otherwise,
sporulation efficient.
We choose Boolean network to analyze the curated
network and search for the fixed points (Fig. 1). We fol-
low the previous work of [18] in updating the network
state (defined as the states of all nodes in the network)
using a Markov chain (see Methods). The only modifica-
tion to the previous method is the inclusion of a logical
AND function to mimic the effect of an AND node. We
also define a product function to quantify the sporula-
tion percentage using the two markers’ states: when
E M Ga n dM M Ga r eb o t hi ns t a t e“1”,s p o r u l a t i o ni s
complete; otherwise, sporulation is incomplete. Pertur-
bations to the network can be performed by clamping a
node to state “0”, for deleting a gene, or removing an
edge, for disrupting an interaction. To have a direct
comparison with the measured Prespo/Spore ratio, we
calculate the ratio of sporulation percentage before per-
turbation versus that after perturbation, denoted by a
symbol a (see Methods). This is done by enumerating
all possible initializations of Boolean networks with and
without clamping the deleted gene to state “0”.I nt h e
same way, we have also evaluated the effect of other
types of perturbations to the network, such as deleting
an edge or deleting multiple genes (see below).
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curated network is 0.61 (without any perturbation). All
individual nodes in Fig. 1 are then systematically deleted
(clamped) except AND gate, pathway, EMG and MMG
nodes that do not represent specific genes in the micro-
array experiments [16]. For the 22 genes deleted in the
curated network (Fig. 1), satisfactory correlation
between the measured and predicted sporulation effi-
ciency are observed (Fig. 2 and Additional file 1, Table S2).
The Pearson correlation is 0.62 with a P-value of 1.9 ×
10
-3 and the Spearman rank correlation is 0.89 with a
P-value of 1.0 × 10
-6. There are three outliers in Fig. 2:
Rim4, Rim11 and Ndt80. RIM4 is required for high-
level gene expression in the early stage of meiosis, pre-
meiotic DNA replication, timely and efficient commit-
ment to meiotic recombination, nuclear division, and
spore formation. Rim11 is a protein kinase required for
the interaction between Ime1 and Ume6, and subse-
quently the expression of EMG and spore formation.
Rim11 is also required to relieve the repression of Ime1.
However, the exact mechanisms of Rim4 and Rim11 to
promote sporulation are still unknown. It is most likely
that there are regulatory partners of Rim4 and Rim11
missed in the curated network. Also, the simple Boolean
network may not be able to capture sophisticated regu-
latory interactions, such as the competitive regulation
between Ndt80 and Sum1 [19]. Nevertheless, the high
Spearman rank correlation shows that our model cor-
rectly captures the relative effect of single gene dele-
tions. The third outlier Ndt80 is a very important
meiotic regulator and its deletion is highly sporulation
deficient (Prespo/Spore ratio = 4.33). Our prediction
(a = 4.42) corresponds very well with the experimental
result. We consider it as an outlier to avoid the correla-
tion result biased by a single data point. If the three
outliers are removed, the Pearson correlation becomes
0.87 with a P-value of 1.7 × 10
-6 and the Spearman
rank correlation becomes 0.88 with a P-value of 1.0 × 10
-6,
which are satisfactory considering the difficulty of de novo
prediction on quantitative phenotypes.
Figure 1 The yeast sporulation network constructed from literature. The bold links are regulatory interactions found by UMMI. Ime2, Rim4,
and Ndt80 are early meiotic genes and are thus denoted with an “E” in parentheses. They are repressed by Rpd3 and activated by Gcn5 like
other EMGs. These edges are not shown for the sake of clarity. The DNA-binding proteins are denoted with an asterisk before their names.
a The
phosphorylation of Ime2 to Ndt80 is still hypothetical. However, removal of this edge does not affect our results (see Additional file 1).
b Rim4
acts as an RNA binding protein to stabilize Ime2 mRNA (see Additional file 1).
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nontrivial, we perform a negative control experiment by
looking at the correlation between the “absolute” sporu-
lation efficiency change caused by deleting a gene and
the averaged or minimal shortest path from each gene
to EMG and MMG. To calculate the “absolute” sporual-
tion efficiency change, Prespo/Spore ratios smaller than
1.0 are inversed. A negative correlation is thus expected
because the shorter a gene’sp a t ht ot h em a r k e r s ,t h e
larger its influence. If the averaged path is used, we have
a Pearson correlation of -0.45 with a P-value of 0.04 and
a Spearman rank correlation of -0.53 with a P-value of
0.01. If the minimal path is used, a Pearson correlation
of -0.45 with a P-value of 0.03 and a Spearman rank
correlation of -0.49 with a P-value of 0.02 are obtained.
Both the correlation and the statistical significance are
significantly lower than Boolean network predictions.
Robustness and hysteresis of the sporulation network
The satisfactory performance of the curated network in
predicting sporulation efficiency for single-gene dele-
tions suggests that this network captures the major reg-
ulatory interactions of yeast sporulation. We thus
further analyze this network (Fig. 1) to investigate how
robust the yeast sporulation process is. Once Ime1 is
activated, the cell is considered to commit to meiosis.
The three key regulators (Ime1, Ime2 and Ndt80) have
multiple positive feedbacks to sustain their active status
(Table 1 and Fig. 1). Therefore, we first examine which
of these feedbacks are important for sporulation com-
pletion. We disrupt each feedback loop by removing the
edge in the Boolean network and re-calculate the sporu-
lation percentage by enumerating all possible initializa-
tions (Table 2). None of the perturbations causes
significant change in sporulation percentage except
Ime2–|Sum1 (1.59), which confirms the importance of
Figure 2 Correlation between the Prespo/Spore ratios and the sporulation efficiency predicted using the curated network. Two types
of correlation, Pearson correlation r and Spearman rank correlation r, are calculated. The three outliers are colored in blue and the correlations
are also calculated without the outliers.
Table 1 Positive and negative feedback loops of the
three regulators of sporulation*
Regulator Function Feedback loops
Ime1 P i. Ime1-> Ime1;
ii. Ime1->Ndt80-> Ime1;
iii. Ime1->Ime2->Ndt80-> Ime1.
Ime2 P i. Ime2-> Ime2;
ii. Ime2->Ndt80-> Ime2;
iii. Ime2–|Sum1–|Ndt80-> Ime2;
iv. Ime2->Ndt80->Clb1->Cdc28-> Ime2.
Ndt80 P i. Ndt80-> Ndt80;
ii. Ndt80->Ime2-> Ndt80;
iii. Ndt80-> Ime2–|Sum1–|Ndt80;
iv. Ndt80->Ime1-> Ndt80;
v. Ndt80->Clb1->Cdc28->Ime2-> Ndt80.
Ime1 N i. Ime1-> Ime2/Rim4–|Ime1;
ii. Ime1->Ndt80->Clb1-> Cln2/Cdc28–|Ime1.
* “-> “ means the left node activates the right node and “–|” means the left
node represses the right node. “P” and “N” represent that the functions of the
feedback loops are positive and negative regulation, respectively.
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perform a systematic study by knocking out every edge
in the curated network and analyze their effects on
sporulation efficiency (Additional file 2, Table S11). For
those edges whose deletions are sporulation deficient,
only Ndt80-> MMG (3.89) and Ime1–| Rpd3 (1.30)
(besides Ime2–|Sum1) have high and intermediate
impact on sporulation, respectively. The former is
obvious because Ndt80 is a key activator for MMG
while the latter shows the importance for Ime1 to
repress an EMG repressor, Rpd3. The other 41 edges
only affect sporulation efficiency slightly (Additional file
2, Table S11). The deletion of the rest 26 edges is spor-
ulation efficient but only five of them have relatively sig-
nificant effect (a ≤ 0.75). Notably, four of them are
related to an EMG repressor, Rpd3; Rpd3–|Rim4 (0.67);
Rpd3–|EMG (0.68); Tup1-> Rpd3 (0.69) and Tup1->
Tup1 (0.75). Tup1 is also a repressor for Ime1. The fifth
sporulation efficient edge is cAMP/PKA–|Msn2 which
belongs to the cAMP/PKA pathway. All of these sporu-
lation efficient edges are related to pre-meiotic repres-
sion of EMG and IME1, which is important to prevent
sporulation under the growth condition. Our analysis
suggests that the sporulation network is overall robust,
which guarantees the completion of sporulation once
the cell is committed to it.
In addition to positive feedbacks, there are two nega-
tive feedback loops for Ime1 (Table 1). Such architec-
ture determines that Ime1 forms a hysteretic switch of
sporulation: Ime1 is absolutely needed to initiate the
meiotic process; however, Ime1 becomes unneeded after
the cell commits to sporulation. Indeed, it is known to
be important for the yeast cell to inactivate Ime1 once
the sporulation-specific genes have been transcribed [20].
Consistently, we observe that Ime1 is in the final state “1”
in only 44% of all possible initializations that lead to
sporulation in the curated network, indicating the impor-
tance of the negative feedbacks. To further confirm this,
we perturb the two negative feedback loops (Table 1) by
deleting the repression edges to Ime1. Removing either
Cln2/Cdc28–|Ime1 or Ime2/Rim4–|Ime1 raises the
percentage to 61% in both cases. Removing both edges
raises the percentage to 70%.
Predictions of other perturbations’ effects on sporulation
To identify synergetic genetic interactions between genes,
we perform double deletion experiments in the curated
network to identify gene pairs that are either sporulation
deficient or efficient. From the histogram of the 231 dou-
ble deletion tests (Additional file 1, Fig. S1), four groups
of gene pairs emerge: sporulation efficient (a ≤ 0.90,
19.1%); sporulation neutral (0.9 <a ≤ 1.57, 59.7%); middle
sporulation deficient (1.57 <a ≤ 4.00, 14.7%) and high
sporulation deficient (a > 4.00, 6.5%). These thresholds
are consistent with the Prespo/Spore ratios used in [16]
to define sporulation-deficient and -efficient genes. The
full list of gene pairs and deletion results are shown in
Additional file 3, Table S9). The most sporulation defi-
cient gene pair is Ndt80-Ime1 (a = 8.72) compared to
a =4 . 4 2a n da = 2.23 for Ndt80 and Ime1 single dele-
tions, respectively (Fig. 3). This is not surprising because
they are master regulators for early and middle meiotic
genes. The most sporulation efficient gene pair is Rpd3-
Sum1 (a = 0.62) (Fig. 3). Histone deacetylase Rpd3 is an
early meiotic repressor [21]. Seventeen gene pairs asso-
ciated with Rpd3 are sporulation efficient (a varies from
0.62 to 0.64). However, association with other regulators
may alleviate the effect of Rpd3 deletion, e.g. Rpd3-Ime2
(a = 0.77) and Rpd3-Ndt80 (a = 2.47) (Fig. 3). Together
with the feedback loop deletion analysis, our study mani-
fests the importance of Rpd3 in regulating sporulation
progression and completion.
We also find that the self-activation of the meiotic acti-
vators has minor impact on sporulation efficiency (Addi-
tional file 1, Table S4). Even when the self-activation of
all five activators is disrupted, the effect is slightly spor-
ulation deficient (a = 1.27). However, the PKA pathway
plays an important role in suppressing sporulation as
deletion of cAMP/PKA node is sporulation efficient (a =
0.74). This is consistent with the known role of this
pathway in the literature [11]. All these computational
predictions are novel and can guide the future experi-
mental investigations of the sporulation mechanisms.
Uncover transcriptional regulatory interactions of
sporulation by a computational method
We finally exploit a computational approach, UMMI, for
de novo discovery of the transcriptional regulatory
Table 2 Effects of removing positive feedback loops
Perturbation a*
Ime1 auto-regulation 1.11
Ime1-> Ndt80 1.04
Ndt80-> Ime1 1.14
Ime1-> Ime2 1.00
Ime2-> Ndt80 1.08
Ime2 auto-regulation 1.00
Ndt80-> Ime2 1.00
Ime2–|Sum1 1.59
Sum1–|Ndt80 0.98
Ndt80-> Clb1 0.99
Clb1-> Cdc28 0.97
Cdc28-> Ime2 1.00
Ndt80 auto-regulation 1.01
*a represents the effect of disrupting the edge to the completion of
sporulation (see definition of a in the text).
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sion to our previous method, GBNet [5], which aims to
find sequence constraints, such as co-occurrence of two
motifs and distance constraint between them, enriched
in a group of co-regulated genes. Based on the rules
identified, target genes of a TF can be inferred. Unlike
GBNet that relies on gene clusters generated from mul-
tiple microarray experiments, UMMI can be applicable
t oas i n g l eg e n ee x p r e s s i o ne x p e r i m e n t .I na d d i t i o n ,w e
also develop a measurement in UMMI to control the
reliability of the models discovered (see Methods). The
gene expression data from Chu et al. [13] is used in our
analysis, which covers seven time points of sporulation:
Metabolic (0 h), Early I (0.5 h), Early II (2 h), Early-Mid
(5 h), Middle (7 h), Mid-Late (9 h) and Late (11.5 h).
We have compiled a list of 794 DNA motifs in yeast,
including known motifs taken from literature and com-
putationally generated ones (see Additional file 1). At
each time point, all the genes are divided into 5 groups
based on their expression levels (see Methods). UMMI
is then used to find the combination of motifs and
sequence constraints between these motifs that are asso-
ciated with gene expression levels. UMMI finds several
highly reliable constraints at each time point (Additional
file 1, Table S1) that pass a reliability threshold (fre-
quency of occurrence in the learned models) of 0.1.
Based on these sequence constraints, we have recovered
the known key transcription factors (TFs) in sporulation:
Ume6, Ndt80 and Sum1. Furthermore, we identify 75
Ume6’s target genes that satisfy the Ume6’ss e q u e n c e
constraints and show at least 2-fold over-expression at
early stages of sporulation (0.5-5 h). The functions of
these genes indicate that they play important roles in
sporulation. For example, the top three enriched gene
ontology (GO) terms of biological process are: M phase
of meiotic cell cycle (3.1E-18), meiosis I (2.2E-17) and
reciprocal meiotic recombination (1.3E-14) (See Addi-
tional file 4, Table S5). We also identify 263 and 121
target genes whose expression levels have at least 2-fold
elevation at middle stages (5-9 h) and satisfy the
sequence constraints for Ndt80 and Sum1, respectively.
The top three enriched GO terms of biological process
are: spore wall assembly (4.5E-17 and 3.5E-21), sporula-
tion (4.4E-15 and 1.0E-18) and ascospore formation
(1.8E-14 and 1.3E-18) (P-values for Ndt80 and Sum1,
respectively) (See Additional file 5, Table S6 and Addi-
tional file 6, Table S7). Ndt80 and Sum1 share 49 com-
mon targets whose top three enriched GO terms for
biological process are strongly associated with sporula-
tion: spore wall assembly (1.1E-16), sporulation (3.2E-16)
and ascospore formation (1.3E-15) (See Additional file 7,
Table S8 for full list).
We compare the target genes of the three regulators
to the known regulators of sporulation [11,17] and,
based on the overlapped targets (Table 3), we recon-
struct a sporulation network of the core transcriptional
Figure 3 Comparison of prediction scores of double deletion vs. single deletion. The bars in orange color are double deletion scores. The
bars in blue and green colors are single deletion scores for the left and right genes in the gene pairs, respectively.
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(PPI) added from literature (Fig. 4). The added PPI are:
a complex formation between Ume6 and Ime1; Ime2’s
repression on Ime1 and Sum1 by phosphorylation;
Ime2’s activating Ndt80. These PPIs are essential to
sporulation but cannot be detected by gene expression
microarray experiments. They are thus added to com-
plete the network in Fig. 4. We also add an Ume6/Ime1
node to represent the protein complex formed by Ume6
and Ime1. We denote the Ume6’s target genes as
“EMG”, and Ndt80 and Sum1’s target genes as “MMG”.
Fig. 4 illustrates a scaffold of the genetic network of the
yeast sporulation. It is no doubt many regulatory inter-
actions are not included in this predicted network.
However, the significant overlap between the curated
and the predicted networks (Fig. 1 and 4) suggests that
UMMI uncovers the most prominent features of a tran-
scriptional network, which may constitute the scaffold
of the genetic network regulating sporulation.
Interestingly, the predicted network is able to achieve
comparable accuracy on sporulation efficiency predic-
tion as the curated network (Additional file 1, Table S3).
The Pearson correlation between the computational pre-
diction and the experimental measurement is 0.87 with
a P-value of 5.8E-2 and the Spearman rank correlation
is 0.67 with a P-value of 0.27. It should be noted that
the dataset used to calculate the correlations for the
predicted network is very small (five data points) and
therefore the P-values are not highly significant. Never-
theless, these encouraging results suggest that the most
prominent transcriptional regulatory interactions
captured by genomic data can be recovered by computa-
tional methods combined with literature curation and
such a hybrid network still has a satisfactory predictive
power of phenotypes.
Discussion and Conclusions
Accurately predicting phenotypes based on genetic net-
work that constitutes physical interactions can provide
great mechanistic insight into phenotype formation. We
have conducted a case study in yeast sporulation by pre-
dicting a quantitative phenotype, sporulation efficiency
change after deleting a gene, based on a network
assembled from the existing knowledge. Such a physical
interaction network illustrates how the perturbations are
propagated in the network to cause phenotype forma-
tion. Importantly, our predictions are de novo and only
rely on network topology. This study is the first to
reveal the direct relationship between network topology
and phenotype formation.
It is no doubt that there are genes and/or links miss-
ing in the reconstructed network which is still small.
However, the satisfactory prediction accuracy suggests
that the major regulatory interactions have been uncov-
ered. We have also demonstrated that computational
methods can extract the most prominent features of the
transcriptional regulation captured by genomic data.
With a minimal set of protein-protein interactions
added, such a scaffold network shows promising predic-
tive power. Such a network can still be noisy but may
contain the key regulatory interactions that are impor-
tant to correctly predict phenotypes to a satisfactory
extent.
We choose Boolean network to analyze the dynamics
and robustness of the yeast sporulation network. Com-
pared with the differential equation approach, Boolean
network does not provide the detailed temporal change
of each gene/protein or cooperation between genes such
as the competitive binding of Ndt80 and Sum1 [19]. On
the other hand, it allows study of the network in Fig. 1
with 29 nodes, which is often difficult to determine all
the kinetic parameters needed in differential equations
and even more challenging to solve them. Encoura-
gingly, such a simple and easy to implement model can
make de novo predictions of phenotypes accurately. It
would be interesting to explore the power of this model
on much larger networks with hundreds or even thou-
sands of nodes once the data for reconstructing the net-
works become available.
In this work, we predict the phenotype based on enu-
merating all possible initializations. The computational
Table 3 Known sporulation regulators as targets of
Ume6, Ndt80 and Sum1
TF Targets
Ume6 RIM4, IME2, NDT80
Ndt80 CLB1, NDT80, IME2, IME1
Sum1 NDT80
Figure 4 The yeast sporulation network consisting of the core
transcriptional regulations identified by UMMI from microarray
experiments. The type of the black links is determined by literature
knowledge. The red links are essential protein-protein interactions
taken from the literature.
a See legend of Fig. 1.
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example, the computational time for a Boolean network
with 30 nodes is 2 hours. It will be 83 days for a Boolean
network with 40 nodes, and 228 years for 50 nodes.
Instead of enumerating all possible initializations, we
have tried to sample only a small number of the initia-
lizations at random. We find such a sampling approach
can make predictions with high precisions (results not
shown). Other researchers have made similar observa-
tions about Boolean networks: given the number of
nodes and the node connectivity, randomly sampled
Boolean networks have similar global properties [22].
We thus argue that the random sampling technique
may allow extension of our approach to a much larger
network in the future.
Methods
Boolean network
A Boolean network [23] is a graphical representation of
a set of Boolean variables whose states are determined
by the other variables in the network. When used to
describe a gene regulatory network, the two states of a
node represent the status of a protein/gene being active
“1” or inactive “0” [24]. It is a simplification to use a
Boolean network to describe a gene regulatory network
whose nodes’ states are much more complicated than
on/off in reality. However, it has been shown that a
Boolean network can be used to capture the global
dynamics of the yeast cell cycle network [18]. In [18],
the durations of the actions of genes and proteins have
been reduced into a single step of updating all the
nodes in the network. That is, the protein states in the
next time step are determined by the protein states in
the present time step by the following rule:
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where si(t +1 )a n dsj(t) are states of node i and j at
time point t and t+1, respectively; aij =- 1i ft h ea r r o w
from j to i is repression “–|"; aij = 1 if the arrow from j
to i is activation “->“. Self-degradation rule is employed
to determine the states for those proteins that are not
negatively regulated by others [18]. Our only modifica-
tion to this method is the addition of an AND node
which implements the AND logic to mimic the coopera-
tion between proteins:
st st ii j
j
+ () = () ∏ 1
where sij is the state of parent node j of node i at time
point t.
In this work, we initialize the network with all possible
states and update all nodes synchronously. All the states
then evolve into a set of converged states called attrac-
tors [23]. A product function can be defined on the
attractors, e.g. the percentage of node × being in state
“1” among all attractors. The value of the product func-
tion therefore reflects the stable and overall dynamics of
the gene regulatory network under study, which is also
determined by the Boolean function and the connectiv-
ity among the nodes in the network.
We are interested in the completion of the yeast spor-
ulation process. According to [13] (Fig. 4B), we define
the product function as the percentage of EMG and
MMG both in state “1":
fx e
IA EMG AMMG
A Attractors
Attractors
, () =
== ()
∈
∑ 11  & 
where x represents nodes, e represents edges and I is
the identity function (equals one if the condition is
satisfied or zero otherwise). Perturbation to the network
can be represented by clamping the corresponding
nodes to “0” or deleting the relevant edges. For example,
deletion of gene i corresponds to f(xji =0 , e)a n dd e l e t i o n
of edge between gene i and j corresponds to f(x,ej(i, j)=0 ).
In the experiments of [16], deletion strains were bar-
c o d e db ys p e c i f i cp r o b e s .T h eP r e s p o / S p o r ev a l u ef o r
each deletion strain is the ratio of pre-sporulation probe
intensity measured from a pre-sporulation culture to the
spore probe intensity measured from a pure spore sam-
ple. To compare with this ratio, we calculate the effect
of deleting gene i as:
a
fx e
fx i e
i = ()
= ()
,
|, 0
The predictive power of our model can therefore be
evaluated by the correlation between the values of a and
the Prespo/Spore ratios.
UMMI
In our previous work, we have developed a method
called GBNet [5] to search for the sequence features
that are enriched in a set of co-regulated genes. GBNet
employs a Bayesian network to represent the grammar
(regulatory rules) of cis-regulation. In the Bayesian net-
work, a binary child node denotes a gene’sc a t e g o r y
Shen et al. BMC Systems Biology 2010, 4:128
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Page 8 of 10(target or background) and binary parent nodes denote
the presence of DNA sequence constraints in the genes’
promoters, which include motif presence, motif distance
relative to TSS, spacing between two motifs, orientation
of a motif, presence of a second copy of a motif and
order between two motifs [5]. The objective function of
the Bayesian network learning is to maximize the pos-
terior probability of the network structure:
log ( ( | )) log ( )
log
()
()
log
(
10 10
10
1
10
PN D N K
aj
aj N j
a
sp
j
q
=− +
+
= ∑
Γ
Γ
Γ j jk N jk
ajk k
r +
= ∑
)
() Γ
0
(1)
where Ns is network structure, D is data, Γ(.) is the
gamma function, Np is the number of parent nodes,
log10(K) is a network parameter to penalize the complex
models, q is the number of possible parent states, r +1
is the number of possible child states, aa jj k =∑ ,
NN jj k =∑ , Njk is the number of samples for child
state k when parent state is j, ajk is a prior count. In
GBNet, we only considered the case of r =1 ,i . e .t h e
child node is a binary variable. In order to achieve effi-
cient structure learning, we have utilized a Gibbs sam-
pling to search for global optimum and applied GBNet
successfully to several datasets in yeast and human [5].
UMMI is an extension of GBNet with the flexibility to
analyze a single microarray experiment. In UMMI, we
extend the GBNet framework to consider a child node
with more than two categories. That is, we allow r >1
in Eq. 1. When analyzing a single microarray data, we
first separate all genes into multiple categories and each
category represents genes with similar expression levels
(Additional file 1, Fig. S2). In this study, we choose to
use five categories (r = 4) that span the whole spectrum
of the gene expression levels with equal intervals. As in
GBNet [5], the gene category labels and promoter
sequences (600 bps upstream of the start codon) are fed
into UMMI to learn the sequence constraints.
Each motif’s ability to discriminate gene categories is
evaluated by a Bayesian score which is the logarithm of
the posterior probability of the Bayesian network (Eq. 1).
In GBNet [5], we first rank the motifs by their Bayesian
scores; a motif and its associated sequence constraints
with higher rank are always tested before the motifs with
lower rank [5]. To avoid data-overfitting in Bayesian net-
work learning [5], each model learned is only allowed to
have a small number of parent nodes (i.e. regulatory
rules). Therefore, those highly ranked motifs may domi-
nate the results. To avoid this possible bias, UMMI gen-
erates 51 models for each gene expression dataset
(Additional file 1, Fig. S2): one model is obtained by
using motifs ranked by their Bayesian scores as the input,
the other 50 models by using motifs in random order as
the input. This way we hope to avoid bias towards the
top ranked motifs and to obtain models that may have
lower Bayesian scores but are still biologically meaning-
ful. From the 51 learned models, we calculate each
sequence constraint’s occurrence and only consider sig-
nificantly present sequence constraints as reliable. A
heuristic threshold of 0.1 for occurrence is used in this
study.
Additional material
Additional file 1: Supplemental materials. Notes about UMMI and
construction of the curated and predicted networks. Supplemental
Tables S1-4, S10 and Figures S1-2.
Additional file 2: Table S11. Effects to the sporulation efficiency by
knocking out every edge in the curated network.
Additional file 3: Table S9. Full list of gene pairs and double deletion
results.
Additional file 4: Table S5. GO terms analytic outputs of Ume6’s target
genes.
Additional file 5: Table S6. GO terms analytic outputs of Ndt80’s target
genes.
Additional file 6: Table S7. GO terms analytic outputs of Sum1’s target
genes.
Additional file 7: Table S8. GO terms analytic outputs of Ndt80 and
Sum1’s common target genes.
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